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Abstract 
A significant advantage of using surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) for DNA detection is the 
capability to detect multiple analytes simultaneously within the one sample. However, as the 
analytes approach the metallic surface required for SERS, they become more concentrated and 
previous studies have suggested that different dye labels will have different affinities for the metal 
surface. Here the interaction of single stranded DNA labelled with either fluorescein (FAM) or of 
tetramethylrhodamine (TAMRA) with a metal surface, using spermine induced aggregated silver 
nanoparticles as the SERS substrate; is investigated by analysing the labels separately and in 
mixtures. Comparison studies were also undertaken using the dyes in their free isothiocyanate 
forms, fluorescein isothiocyanate (F-ITC) and tetramethylrhodamine isothiocyanate (TR-ITC). When 
the two dyes are pre-mixed prior to the addition of nanoparticles, TAMRA exerts a strong masking 
effect over FAM due to a stronger affinity for the metal surface. When parameters such as order of 
analyte addition, analysis time and analyte concentration are investigated, the masking effect of 
TAMRA is still observed but the extent changes depending on the experimental parameters. By using 
bootstrap estimation of changes in SERS peak intensity, a greater insight has been achieved into the 
surface affinity of the two dyes as well as how they interact with each other. It has been shown that 
that the order of addition of the analytes is important and that specific dye related interactions 
occur, which could greatly affect the observed SERS spectra. SERS has been used successfully for the 
simultaneous detection of several analytes, however this work has highlighted the significant factors 
that must be taken into consideration when planning a multiple analyte assay. 
 
Introduction 
SERS probes designed for DNA detection often use fluorescent dyes as labels because they have 
large Raman cross sections and the fluorescence is quenched when the dye is close to the metal 
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surface of the SERS substrate. In addition, the dyes are readily available and can be covalently 
attached to a DNA sequence of interest using well-developed attachment chemistry.1-5 One of the 
main advantages of SERS is the sharp, molecularly specific pattern of peaks obtained from the dyes. 
They dominate the spectra over the intrinsic SERS response of the DNA sequence itself and can be 
used to identify different sequences within a mixture at very low concentrations thus enabling in situ 
detection of several dye labelled DNA sequences simultaneously from the same sample without the 
need for separation steps.6 Faulds et al. measured the SERS of eight DNA sequences labelled with 
commercially available fluorescent dyes.7 Limits of detection were calculated for each dye, showing 
that quantitative SERS analysis at very low concentration levels could be readily achieved. Following 
this, Stokes et al. analysed 13 DNA sequences that were each labelled with commercially available 
fluorophores using both silver and gold nanoparticles.8 Detection of multiple labelled DNA 
sequences simultaneously has been reported for a 2-plex for mutations within the cystic fibrosis 
gene.3 Following that study, a 3-plex system was developed for the detection of SERS active labelled 
DNA sequences that corresponded to particular gene sequences from E. coli. More recently, 5 dye 
labelled DNA sequences have been detected from a mixture using two laser excitation frequencies 
(514.5 and 633 nm).9 To increase the SERS multiplex to the detection of 6 or more labelled DNA 
sequences, chemometric analysis was required to clearly identify the presence or absence of the dye 
labelled DNA sequences in the multiplex mixture. Furthermore, chemometric analysis has proven to 
be a powerful tool when quantifying each dye labelled DNA sequence present in a multiplex.10-12  
These assays used suspensions of citrate reduced silver nanoparticles aggregated with spermine as 
the substrate. The silver nanoparticles possess a negative surface charge as does the phosphate 
backbone of DNA.13 Spermine is therefore used to reduce the charge on both the DNA and the 
nanoparticles resulting in.14 The success of these assays shows that multiple analyte detection is 
highly effective allowing sensitive and selective detection.  
However, for SERS to be obtained the dye label must be attached or close to the surface and factors 
such as the nature of the analyte, the surface concentration and the efficiency of adsorption can 
have an effect. MacAskill et al. used SERS to analyse fluorescently labelled DNA and compare the 
affinities between single and double stranded DNA for the surface of silver nanoparticle. The SERS 
intensity was lower for double stranded DNA attached to the fluorescent dye FAM than for single 
stranded DNA.15 Harper et al. demonstrated that TAMRA labelled single stranded DNA had a higher 
affinity for the nanoparticle surface than TAMRA labelled double stranded DNA and the free dye 
with no surface seeking groups, such as isothiocyanate had little affinity for the surface. Mixtures 
made from a DNA sequence labelled with either TAMRA (carboxytetramethylrhodamine) or FAM 
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(fluorescein), Figure 1, have been investigated using fluorescence spectroscopy.16  Factors such as 
dye concentration, pH and the presence or absence of spermine were all shown to have an effect on 
the fluorescence intensity observed.  
This work makes it clear that the use of SERS for multiplex DNA analysis would be improved if the 
effect of different dyes on the process used to form the aggregates used to detect the SERS was 
better understood. To gain insight into the effect of different dye labels on SERS obtained using the 
silver colloid method, the effect of surface adsorption time and analyte concentration on mixtures of 
a DNA sequence labelled with either TAMRA or FAM was carried out in combination with bootstrap 
data analysis methods. The spectra were baseline corrected and changes in the intensity of SERS 
peaks were estimated using bootstrap confidence intervals. 
 
Figure 1 The structures of the two fluorophores used in this study. (a) Structure of FAM, (b) structure of TAMRA. In both 
cases R = NHS ester when the fluorophore is attached to an oligonucleotide and R = isothiocyanate when measurements 
were performed on the free dye. 
 
Materials and Methods 
Colloid Synthesis 
Silver nanoparticles were synthesised using a modified Lee and Meisel method.13 Silver nitrate 
(90 mg) was dissolved in 500 mL distilled water. The solution was heated rapidly to boiling with 
continuous stirring. Once boiling, an aqueous solution of sodium citrate (1 %, 10 mL) was added 
quickly. The heat was reduced and the solution was left to boil gently for 90 min with stirring. The 
colloid was then analysed by UV-Vis spectroscopy and the Omax obtained was 406 nm with the full 
width half-height (FWHH) measured to be 82 nm. Using the Beer Lambert Law, the molar extinction 
coefficient of silver nanoparticles17, 18 and the absorbance obtained from the extinction spectrum of 
the nanoparticles, the bulk concentration was calculated to be 0.18 nM. The final concentration of 
nanoparticles in the samples under analysis was calculated to be 67.5 pM. The nanoparticle size was 
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estimated using dynamic light scattering (DLS) and was weighted using the intensity of scattering. 
The approximate sizes of the nanoparticles were determined to be 77.7±0.59 nm. All experiments 
were performed under ambient conditions without degassing.  
 
DNA Sequences 
All sequences were purchased on a 0.2 µM scale with HPLC purification from Eurofins MWG 
(Ebersberg, Germany), shown in Table 1. 
Name  ^ĞƋƵĞŶĐĞ ? ? ?-  ? ? 5 ?DŽĚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ 
TAMRA labelled oligonucleotide GGTTCATATAGTTATAATAA TAMRA 
FAM labelled oligonucleotide GGTTCATATAGTTATAATAA FAM 
Table 1 Fluorescent dye modified DNA sequences used for SERS analysis.  
SERS Instrumentation 
SERS analysis was carried out using an Avalon Instrument Ramanstation R3 (Belfast, UK), with an 
excitation wavelength of 532 nm from a diode laser. Disposable 1.5 mL PMMA semi-micro cuvettes 
were used. Instrument settings were 5 x 1 second accumulations with 0.5 cm-1 resolution. In some 
experiments, the 1 second exposure time had to be reduced due to oversaturation of the detector. 
The data was corrected to account for the change in exposure time.  
Time Studies 
Time studies, using TR-ITC/F-ITC and TAMRA/FAM labelled single stranded DNA (T20 and F20 
respectively), were performed to determine what affect the order of addition of the analyte had on 
the SERS intensities observed. One of the free dyes or dye labelled DNA sequences (10 µL, 1 µM) was 
premixed in a microcuvette with spermine (20 µL, 0.1 M) and distilled water (220 µL) and to this 
mixture silver nanoparticles (150 µL) were added. The second dye or dye labelled DNA sequence was 
added in quick succession followed immediately by SERS analysis. SERS measurements of five 
replicate samples, each analysed three times, were recorded every 5 minutes for 20 minutes. 
Concentration Studies 
For dye concentration studies, the concentration of one dye/dye labelled DNA sequence was kept 
constant at 1 µM and a concentration range of 1 nM to 1 µM was prepared for the other dye/dye 
labelled DNA sequence. To a microcuvette, the concentration constant free dye or dye labelled DNA 
sequence (10 µL, 1µM) was premixed with spermine (20 µL, 0.1 M) and distilled water (220 µL) and 
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followed by the addition of silver citrate reduced nanoparticles (150 µL). The second dye or dye 
labelled DNA sequence (10 µL, varying concentration) was added followed by immediate SERS 
analysis.  SERS measurements were recorded of five replicate samples, each analysed three times.  
Data Analysis 
Before analysing the data, the observed spectra were pre-processed to correct for background 
fluorescence. The subtracted baseline was estimated by fitting a 6th degree polynomial using iterated 
least squares.19 Examples of pre-processed spectra are shown in Figure 2. The spectral signatures of 
the free dye, Figure 2(a), and dye-DNA, Figure 2(b), were recorded at 100% concentration. These 
spectra were subsequently used as a reference for comparison with the SERS intensities that were 
observed in the concentration studies and time studies. 95% bootstrap confidence intervals20 for 
SERS peak intensity were computed relative to the reference spectra by drawing 1,000 samples of 5 
spectra with replacement. The bootstrap is a nonparametric method for chemometrics that requires 
minimal assumptions about the distribution of the observed data. This is important because the 
multiplexed spectra do not conform to the usual assumptions of linearity, independence, nor 
homoscedasticity (constant variance), as we will demonstrate. Instead, our comparison is based on 
the empirical distribution of the observations themselves, using random resampling of the data. All 
methods were implemented in R (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) using the 
packages  ?ŚǇƉĞƌ^ƉĞĐ ?21 ĂŶĚ ?ďĂƐĞůŝŶĞ ?.22 Data is represented using box plots23 as the error between 
measurements is not normally-distributed. The variation in intensities between technical replicates 
and repeats was not constant, but varied considerably throughout the time and concentration 
studies. Statistical summaries of the intensity values that were measured in all studies are shown in 
Table S1-S4 in the supplementary information.   
 
Results and Discussion 
Multiple analyte SERS detection from a single sample is made possible by using dyes of similar 
Raman cross sections and affinities for the surface of the metal substrate, in this case citrate 
reduced silver nanoparticles. Both of the dyes used in this work, FAM and TAMRA, possess a 
xanthene structure and, although they have different Raman cross-sections, they are sufficiently 
similar to be compared for the purposes of this study. TAMRA is a zwitterion at the pHs used for 
SERS and FAM is negatively charged (Figure 1). The negative charge on FAM can make it difficult to 
adsorb the labelled DNA onto the negatively charged silver nanoparticles but the addition of 
spermine causes charge neutralisation on both the labelled DNA and the colloid and results in good 
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surface adherence of ssDNA labelled with both dyes.9 With respect to the system used in this study, 
spermine was always in vast excess compared to the nanoparticles and dye/DNA concentrations. 
The free dyes labels are used to compare to the labelled sequences and to ascertain whether effects 
observed are due to the dye label itself of the combination of DNA and label. Both possess a surface 
seeking isothiocyanate (ITC) group to aid adsorption onto the silver nanoparticle surface.  
The spectral signatures of TAMRA and FAM were measured as free dye (TR-ITC and F-ITC) and when 
each dye was attached to a DNA sequence (T20 and F20). The free dye and dye-DNA spectra are 
shown individually and in a multiplex, Figure 2a and 2b respectively. The full spectra are shown 
where differences can be observed when the dye is free or when it is attached to a DNA sequence. 
The peak observed at 730 cm-1 is attributed to the presence of the adenine bases in the DNA 
sequence and is the only DNA peak observed.24 A number of the most intense peaks in the spectra 
vary in peak position by 2 cm-1 or less between the free dye and the dye labelled DNA. There is 
general agreement between these bands and those of the fluorone dye eosin, which also exhibits a 
xanthene structure similar to that of TAMRA and FAM, for which a theoretical near-infrared surface 
enhanced Raman scattering (NIR-SERS) study has been carried out.25 An additional peak is observed 
at 417 cm-1 in the spectra of the free dyes (F-ITC and TR-ITC) due to the presence of the 
isothiocyanate group and the bands at 1416 cm-1 in TR-ITC and 1410 cm-1 in F-ITC shift upwards 
between 9 and 16 cm-1. The bands at 625 cm-1 (T20) and 646 cm-1 (F20) shift by 6 cm-1 and 4 cm-1 
respectively, due to the formation of the thiocarbonyl when the dyes are chemically attached to the 
DNA sequence.   
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Figure 2 Stacked spectra of (a) the free dyes F-ITC (red) and TR-ITC (blue) individually and in a multiplex (green) and (b) 
the dye labelled DNA sequences, F20 (red) and T20 (blue), individually and in a multiplex (green). Multiple SERS spectra 
were recorded using an excitation wavelength frequency of 532 nm.  
To carry out a more detailed analysis, the focus will be on specific bands that correspond to peaks of 
F-ITC (646 cm-1, 1176 cm-1, 1320 cm-1) and TR-ITC (625 cm-1, 1223 cm-1, 1650 cm-1) rather than 
considering the entire spectrum. Slightly different peak positions for dye-DNA spectra were chosen 
to adjust for changes in the spectral signatures due to attachment of the dye to the DNA sequence 
for F20 (650 cm-1, 1176 cm-1, 1320 cm-1) and T20 (631 cm-1, 1223 cm-1, 1654 cm-1). The specific peaks 
for F-ITC/F20 and TR-ITC/T20 shown in the main body of text are 646/650 cm-1 and 1650/1654 cm-1 
respectively. The data for the other specific peak positions are shown in the supplementary 
information (Figures S1 to S8) and show similar trends.  
SERS spectra of TR-ITC and F-ITC were monitored over a period of 20 minutes. This specific time 
frame was chosen as extended SERS time studies (shown in Figures S14-S17 in the supplementary 
information) demonstrated the drop in Raman peak intensities over a period of 22 hours, further 
more extinction spectra were recorded over the period of 20 minutes and it was evident that the 
presence of spermine results in the over-aggregation of the nanoparticles after 20 minutes (Figures 
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S9-S13). Therefore, 20 minutes was deemed the safe time period where most accurate information 
would be gained about the surface attachment of the free dyes and dye labelled DNA sequences. TR-
ITC was added to a solution of spermine and silver nanoparticles followed immediately by F-ITC 
before SERS analysis (Figure 3a,b). The intensity of the TR-ITC peak at 1650 cm-1 decreases from 80% 
at 0 minutes (95% bootstrap confidence interval, CI of [0.77; 0.83]) to 51% intensity after 20 minutes 
(CI [0.49; 0.53]); please refer to the Materials and Methods for more detailed information of peak 
percentage analysis. The FITC peak intensity at 646 cm-1 is negligible; it is at a maximum at around 
5% after 10 minutes (CI [0.035; 0.051]) then decreasing to less than 2% after 20 minutes (CI [0.012; 
0.015]). The decrease in TR-ITC peak intensity over time suggests that the TR-ITC fluorescent dye is 
being displaced from the silver nanoparticle surface, which could be due to the nanoparticles 
aggregating in the presence of spermine over the analysis time period. The observation of the F-ITC 
peak at 646 cm-1 show that F-ITC does interact with the nanoparticle surface; however it does not to 
the same extent at TR-ITC that produced higher peak intensity at 1650 cm-1 indicating a stronger 
interaction between TR-ITC and the silver nanoparticle surface, regardless of the overall decrease in 
TR-ITC intensity. Figure S1 contains information on the additional TR-ITC and F-ITC peaks when TR-
ITC was added first.   
When F-ITC was added first followed by TR-ITC (Figure 3c,d), the intensity of the TR-ITC peak at 
1650 cm-1 was 24% and remained reasonably steady throughout the time study, only declining 
slightly to 18% after 20 minutes (CI [0.17; 0.18]). The F-ITC peak intensity at 646 cm-1 also decreases 
over time from 66% at 0 minutes (CI [0.62; 0.69]) to 48% after 20 minutes (CI [0.45; 0.50]). The 
decline in intensity of both TR-ITC and F-ITC, irrespective of the F-ITC dye being added first, suggests 
that over-aggregation of the silver nanoparticles is occurring due to the presence of spermine and 
the length of analysis time (Figures S9-S13) combined with the ability of F-ITC to be more readily 
displaced from the nanoparticle surface compared to TR-ITC. Figure S2 contains information on the 
additional TR-ITC and F-ITC peaks when F-ITC was added first. 
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Figure 3 Box plots of the peak intensities versus time. (a) F-ITC peak intensity at 646 cm-1 and (b) TR-ITC peak intensity at 
1650 cm-1, when TRITC was added first followed by FITC. (c) F-ITC peak intensity at 646 cm-1 and (d) TR-ITC 1650 cm-1 
peak intensity when F-ITC was added first before TR-ITC addition. The red lines connect the mean intensity values; the 
black dots represent the median and the blue boxes represent the inter-quartile range (IQR). The blue circles in (b) 
represent outliers. 
Similar time studies were carried out using single stranded DNA labelled with either TAMRA or FAM, 
T20 and F20 respectively (Figures S3 and S4 contain information on the additional peaks analysed for 
these time studies). T20 was added first to a suspension of spermine and silver nanoparticles 
followed by F20 and SERS spectra were collected and peak intensities analysed (Figure 4a,b). 
Analysis shows that when T20 was added first, T20 dominated the SERS spectrum. The spectral 
intensity of the 1654 cm-1 T20 peak was found to be higher than that of TRITC (CI [1.07; 1.14]). Even 
after 20 minutes T20 intensity remained at around 100% (CI [0.92; 1.09]). The 650 cm-1 F20 peak was 
undetectable (CI [-0.002; 0.007] at 0 minutes and [-0.004; 0.003] after 20 minutes). The presence of 
DNA and the order of dye labelled DNA has allowed for the creation of a stable system where 
displacement does not occur and T20, having a higher affinity for the nanoparticle surface, is fixed 
on the nanoparticle surface with F20 forming a secondary layer that is not in close enough proximity 
to produce any detectable peak intensity. From previous work, there is known to be a strong 
interaction between the F20 sequence and spermine, where it is thought that clusters would form 
off the nanoparticle surface.16 These clusters are then unable to adsorb onto the nanoparticle 
surface due to sterics and therefore the intensity of the fluorescein Raman peaks are low. 
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When F20 was added first followed by T20, F20 peak intensity at 650 cm-1 can be observed over the 
time period. The intensity of F20 slightly decreases from 32% at 0 minutes (CI [0.303; 0330]) to 29% 
after 20 minutes (CI [0.282; 0.301]). The T20 peak intensity at 1654 cm-1 increases from 16% at 
0 minutes (CI [0.14; 0.16]) to 23% after 20 minutes (CI [0.21; 0.24]). The increase in T20 peak 
intensity occurs even through there is no increase in T20 concentration, couple this with the slight 
decrease in F20 peak intensity; this suggests displacement of F20 by T20 is occurring when the latter 
is added first. This is in good agreement with the previous discussion that the fluorescent dye 
TAMRA has a stronger affinity for the silver nanoparticle surface, regardless of it being in the TR-ITC 
or T20 form.  
 
Figure 4 Box plots of the peak intensities versus time. (a) F20 peak intensity at 650 cm-1 and (b) T20 peak intensity at 
1654 cm-1, when T20 was added first followed by F20. (c) F20 peak intensity at 650 cm-1 and (d) T20 1654 cm-1 peak 
intensity when F20 was added first, followed byT20 addition. The red lines connect the mean intensity values; the black 
dots represent the median and the blue boxes represent the inter-quartile range (IQR). 
It is assumed that an increase in peak intensity will be observed as the concentration of dye/dye 
labelled DNA sequence is increased.8, 9 However, this may not always be the case when dyes are 
present in a multiplex due to the competition for space on the nanoparticle surface for the dyes to 
adsorb. It is imperative to understand how relative peak intensities are affected, not only by the 
presence of more than one dye, but also by the dye concentration. Based on previous work, in 
particular Faulds et al. who reported that for several dye labelled DNA sequences, including TAMRA 
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and FAM, monolayer coverage was observed at approximately a final concentration of 10-8 M, the 
concentrations used here are above the monolayer coverage of the silver nanoparticles.26, 
27Therefore, concentration studies were performed to observe the changes in spectral intensity as 
the concentrations of the dyes were increased. Compared to the free dyes (where the spectra were 
recorded at 1 µM), we would expect the following relationship: 
ݏ ?ሼܨ ൅ ܶሽ ൌ  ܿி ? ? ? ?ݏி ൅  ்ܿ ? ? ? ?ݏ் ൅ ߝி ൅ ܶ 
Where cF is the concentration (in nM) of dye F, sF is the spectrum of dye Fin isolation, and ɸ is the 
additive Gaussian noise.  
The concentration of F-ITC was held constant at 1 µM, while the concentration of TR-ITC was 
increased from 1 nM to 1 µM (Figure 5 a, b). The spectral intensity of the 646 cm-1 F-ITC peak started 
at 89% (CI [0.85; 0.92]) and decreased to 71% (CI [0.65; 0.77]) after the addition of 1 µM TR-ITC. The 
intensity of the 1650 cm-1 TR-ITC peak started at 2% (CI [0.019; 0.020]) and increased to 55% at 1 µM 
TR-ITC concentration. The decrease in F-ITC peak intensity, even though the concentration remains 
constant at 1 µM, suggests that displacement of F-ITC from the nanoparticle surface is occurring 
when the concentration of TR-ITC is increased.  When the concentration of TR-ITC was kept constant 
at 1 µM and the concentration of F-ITC was increased from 1 nM to 1 µM, the 646 cm-1 F-ITC peak 
was undetectable at 1 nM (CI [-0.001; 0.001]), Figure 5 c, d. The spectral intensity for F-ITC increased 
to 0.5% at 5 nM (CI [0.0002; 0.0029]) then up to 29% at 1 µM (CI [0.18; 0.36]). The intensity of the 
1650 cm-1 TR-ITC started at 97% (CI [0.93; 0.99]) and appeared to increase above 100% (CI [1.03; 
1.14]), regardless of the concentration of TR-ITC remaining constant at 1 µM. Figures S5 and S6 
contains information on the additional TR-ITC and F-ITC peaks when the concentrations were 
altered. 
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Figure 5 Box plots of the peak intensities versus concentration. (a) F-ITC peak intensity at 646 cm-1 and (b) TR-ITC peak 
intensity at 1650 cm-1, when the TR-ITC concentration was increased from 1 nM to 1 µM and the F-ITC concentration 
remained constant at 1 µM. (c) F-ITC peak intensity at 646 cm-1 and (d) TR-ITC 1650 cm-1 peak intensity when the F-ITC 
concentration was increased from 1 nM to 1 µM and the TR-ITC concentration remained constant at 1 µM.  The red lines 
connect the mean intensity values; the black dots represent the median and the blue boxes represent the inter-quartile 
range (IQR). The blue circles in (b) and (d) represent outliers. 
When the concentration of T20 was increased, a similar pattern to the TR-ITC concentration study 
was observed. The concentration of T20 was increased while the concentration of F20 was kept 
constant at 1 µM (Figure 6 a, b). The spectral intensity of the 650 cm-1 peak started at over 100% (CI 
[1.03; 1.08]), but decreased to 91% after 500 nM of T20 was added (CI [0.88; 0.93]) and further 
decreased to 65% when 1 µM of T20 was present in the multiplex (CI [0.56; 0.73]). The intensity of 
the 1654 cm-1 T20 peak increased with increasing concentration, as expected, from 2.5% at 1 nM (CI 
[0.022; 0.026]) to 32% at 1 µM (CI [0.26; 0.38]). This observed decrease in F20 intensity, even though 
the concentration of F20 was held constant, coupled with the expected increase in T20 intensity 
suggests again that F20 is displaced from the nanoparticle surface by the addition of higher 
concentrations of T20 (see Figure S7 for additional peak analysis). When the concentration of F20 
was increased and the T20 concentration was kept constant at 1 µM, the 650 cm-1 was undetectable, 
even at 1 µM F20 (CI [-0.0039; 0.0008]), Figure 6c. The spectral intensity of the 1654 cm-1 T20 peak 
was well above 100% (CI [1.35; 1.42]), dropping off slightly when both T20 and F20 were at 1 µM (CI 
[1.18; 1.29]), Figure 6d (see Figure S8 for additional peak analysis). 
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Figure 6 Box plots of the peak intensities versus concentration. (a) F20 peak intensity at 650 cm-1 and (b) T20 peak 
intensity at 1654 cm-1, when the T20 concentration was increased from 1 nM to 1 µM and the F20 concentration 
remained constant at 1 µM. (c) F20 peak intensity at 650 cm-1 and (d) T20 1654 cm-1 peak intensity when the F20 
concentration was increased from 1 nM to 1 µM and the T20 concentration remained constant at 1 µM. The red lines 
connect the mean intensity values; the black dots represent the median and the blue boxes represent the inter-quartile 
range (IQR). 
The time and concentration studies performed in this work, in combination with powerful data 
analysis, gives a greater insight into the affinities between the dyes and the nanoparticle surface as 
well as the important interactions between the dyes and spermine. These have been shown to have 
a significant impact on the observed SERS spectra of the multiplex mixture of the two dyes. By 
simply changing the order of addition of the analytes, the observed SERS intensity of the dyes will 
change, specifically when FAM was added first the observed intensity is much less than when FAM is 
added second. When the respective concentrations of the two dyes are changed then, 
unsurprisingly, the observed intensities will change which will be a major consideration in multiplex 
assays where dye labels will not be present in equimolar concentrations when quantitation of each 
component within the multiplex is required 
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Conclusions 
Combining SERS and chemometric analysis using baseline correction and the bootstrap has proved 
to be greatly beneficial in gaining insight into the effect that the order of addition of the analytes, 
concentration and analysis time has on the observed peak intensities of dyes and dye labelled DNA 
sequences. The common observation throughout this study was the ability of TAMRA to be readily 
detected in the presence of FAM; both free dye and dye labelled DNA sequences, from the surface 
of silver nanoparticles regardless of the experimental parameters.  
The time studies demonstrated that in both scenarios involving either dye or dye labelled DNA 
sequence, the analyte that was added first produced a higher SERS intensity compared to the 
analyte that was added second. In general, the observed intensity of TAMRA is around four times 
higher than that of FAM, therefore combining this with the order of addition then it would become 
increasingly difficult to observe any FAM peaks in the multiplex spectra. The importance of analysis 
time has also been highlighted. When the dyes were in their free form over aggregation of the 
nanoparticles was an issue, over the time period analysed, which resulted in a decrease in SERS 
intensity of both dyes. However, when both dyes were conjugated to a DNA sequence, a stabilising 
effect was created where no variation in SERS intensities was observed for either dye, which could 
potentially be beneficial, particularly for multiplex DNA SERS assays. The concentration studies were 
significant since in many multiplex assays the concentration of the multiple analytes present will not 
be equimolar, one or more may be in excess and this will seriously affect the ability to accurately 
quantify the concentration. The main issues were found to be that when F-ITC was added at low 
concentrations (1 nM) and TR-ITC was in excess (1 ʅM), the F-ITC signal was essentially 
undetectable. More significant results were obtained when the dyes were conjugated to the DNA 
sequences. T20 was shown to strongly adhere to the nanoparticle surface, therefore at low F20 
concentrations; it was nearly impossible to detect any F20 signals, regardless of the F20 
concentration increasing. This is of high importance when a multiplex SERS assay has been designed 
based on dye labelled DNA detection. Overall, this study has given a better insight into the 
competition between multiple dyes in a SERS multiplex, which will impact the experimental design of 
future multiplex detection assays.  
Supporting Information 
An additional eight figures containing box plots, five figures containing extinction spectra, two 
figures detailing the trend in SERS peak intensities and four tables listing the associated errors in the 
peak intensity values listed can be found in the supporting information.  
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